You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for THOMSON ROC 240. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the THOMSON ROC 240 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
For this reason, we recommend that prior to attempting to programme the remote control, you try it out by means of one of the methods described in this user
manual. @@@@Number keys 0 to 9: these keys have the same functions as those of your original remote control and are used to enter the codes of your
different sets. FAST REWIND: keys printed in grey in these Instructions have the same functions as those of your VCR or your original remote control. STOP
RECORD: To record, press the M key twice. videotext: to stop scrolling pages. Indicator lamp: the red indicator lamp lights up when any key is pressed.
Press this key first, before you type in the 2-digit channel number. TV, VCR: use these keys to select the set you want to control. PROG +, PROG -: gives you
access to the channels (received by the TV set or the video recorder) in either ascending (+) or descending (-) order. Can also be used for vertical travelling
through the menus.
vOL - , VOL +: to increase (+) or decrease (-) the volume of the TV set. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@Before you start
programming, you must find the code of the set to be controlled (TV set or video recorder). @@The indicator lamp remains on for a couple of seconds, so
that you have time enough to proceed with step 4. The indicator lamp flashes to signal that this time is almost up, and then goes off. 4.
While the indicator is lit, enter the first digit of the 3-digit code proposed for the set to be controlled (example: 016 for THOMSON). The red indicator then
goes off or flashes, if the code is not on the list. 5. @@ 6. Should the set not switch off, repeat step 3.
Then type in the next 3-digit code. Try to switch off the set by pressing key B (1) once. Repeat this procedure by trying out each of the 3-digit codes.
@@@@@@@@ 4. @@@@@@@@@@@@- Video recorder: load a tape and then press B. @@If you think that not all of the keys are active, repeat the
procedure of this programming method to find out the code supporting a wider range of features. Setting up the remote control for control of a COMBO
means that you first programme the television and then the video recorder subset, the combination of which makes up the COMBO set. Before you start
programming, you must find the subcode or code of the subset to be controlled (television or video recorder). Set the remote control selector (13) on TV, and
then proceed with one of the programming methods A, B or C described above. 3.
Set the remote control selector (13) on VCR, and then proceed with one of the programming methods A, B or C described above. @@@@ 5. @@Repeat step
4 to find out the two other numbers of the code. 7. When the third number is found, the red indicator lamp (11) goes off. @@- Video recorder: load a tape and
then press B. @@@@@@The THOMSON NAVILIGHT system allows you easy access to the settings of your television (TV) or video recorder (VCR)
including this feature. In the VCR position, make sure that the AV mode is activated for the TV set (the SCART socket must be selected). 3. Press the SHIFT
key once and then menu (6).
@@To leave the menus, press SHIFT once and then the exit key (15). @@Conservez cette notice et la liste des codes séparée afin de pouvoir reprogrammer
ultérieurement la télécommande pour commander d'autres appareils. @@ do not use rechargeable batteries. @@If you are not using the remote control for a
long period of time, remove the batteries. please respect the environment and prevailing regulations.
Before you dispose of batteries or accumulators, ask your dealer whether they are subject to special recycling and if they will accept them for disposal. .
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